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What’s wrong with this door?
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Penetration testing is the equivalent of just doing system level testing
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Footprinting

Information gathering. 
Note that for penetration tester, this step is to avoiding testing others instead of your client and to include all systems to be tested (sometime the 
organization will not tell you what their systems consist of).

Scanning

Which machine is up  and what ports (services) are open

Focus on most promising avenues of entry.

To avoid being detect, these tools can reduce frequency of packet sending and randomize the ports or IP addresses to be scanned in the sequence.

Enumeration

Identify valid user accounts or poorly protected resource shares.

Most intrusive probing than scanning step.

Gaining Access

Based on the information gathered so far, make an informed attempted to access the target.

Escalating Privilege

If only user-level access was obtained in the last step, seek to gain complete control of the system.

Pilfering

Gather info on identify mechanisms to allow access of trusted systems.

Covering Tracks

Once total ownership of the target is secured, hiding this fact from system administrators become paramount, less they quickly end the romp.

Setting up Backdoor Connection

Once obtain the admin privilege, you install tools  that allow you to run command remotely (e.g. netcat) or use the machine as a stepping stone for relaying 
or redirecting the msg (fpipe)

Port redirection accepts packet from one port and send it over another port. It can be used to avoid packet filter firewall.

Creating Back Doors

Trap doors will be laid in various parts of the system to ensure that privilege access is easily regained whenever the intruder decides.

Denial of Services

If atacker is unsuccessful in gaining access, they may use readily available exploit code to disable a target as a last resort.
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Traditional approaches to security focus on network infrastructure, firewalls, and port 
scanning

Classic security approach -> Probe network ports to see which services are listening

-> Apps to do this: Nessus or nmap

Problem: Perimeter only exists at the network / packet level

Problems: Tunneling

Example: SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol shuffles traffic through port 80 

Solution: Security from the inside out
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In Chapter 7, we described authentication mechanisms including  

<username, password > authenticators. We also indicated that anything 

short of one-time passwords was not strong password authentication.

So… how are passwords broken – GUESSING AND CRACKING.

Guessing – Find or guess a user’s identifier

Create a list of possible passwords

Try each one

On success you are in, else keep trying

Hampered by unsuccessful login timeout – If (n) attempts are 

unsuccessful, lock the system for (m) minutes – n & m variable.
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